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Dear Sensi Community,

Welcome to Edition Sixty of the Sensi Weekly Update series.  We hope everyone has had a great week!

As usual, included in this week’s SWU are the typical features.  Data captures, community recognition statistics, 

leaderboards, development update tidbits, etc.  

Without further adieu...
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DEVELOPMENT CHANGELOG

SMARTYIELD v0.99

Web3CTX

 - generic:  removed the noe unused confirmDialog function

 - confirmDialog:  changed the whole confirmation dialog to an own version with a structured data table

 - StatusMessage:  changed the way when the TX-Status will be shown in the future.  Right now it will only be displayed when

there is a transaction.

 - generic:  added a disclaimer window to all pages which is saved to a CF database not to be reasked of the investor twice

Frontend

 - Changelog:  added a new fancy SENSI CREDIT content - have fun & relax a little bit ;)

 - AppInlineMenu:  added a flag for the new credit

 - DisclaimerWindow:  Installed footer for better box layout, added button to become visible when scrolling to the end of

the textbox

 - DashboardUI:  changed, so the menu window does not resize current boxes.  Consistent box layout with spacing.

 - Dashboard Mobile:  minor tweaks, no merged boxes as before, usable but not finished.

 - generic:  Disclaimer.css and Dashboard.css files added.

 - AppInlineMenu:  Shortened Menu Wrapper to remove empty space.

Backend

 - CF:  added a disclaimer worker on CloudFlare to save the acknowledgments

Frontend

 - SYPageInvestments:  removed a not needed table column at the end of the investment table

 - NFTMarketplace:  removed the progressbar of the legendary nft box because it is redundant

 - SYPageInvestments:  fixed a wrong displayed value of latest yields

Web3CTX

 - generic:  removed unecessary codelines

 - generic:  improved the overall performance by removing redundant calls & instances.

 - generic:  added the Locking v3 contract functions.

 - generic:  updated the code to implement the new SENSINFTV3 generation

Frontend

 - NFTMarketplace:  added a pre-check if a valid amount was set. if zero then the buy button will disappear.

 - overall:  more mobile UI optimization.

 - LockingPage:  complete rewrite of this page with more additional information now.

 - LockingPage:  included the new v3 Locking Contract functions + precheck if the max limit of locks was reached.

 - SYPageInvestments:  added the claim rewards button to each Lock ID.

Backend

 - SYManager:  integrated a new dynamic NFT-Booster function to be more flexible regarding new SENSI NFTs in future 

(these include the new SENSINFTV3 generation)

 - SENSINFTV3:  created a complete new SENSI NFT v3 generation updated out of SENSI NFT v1 

(with a lot of learnings from the SY-NFT v3) to create more flexible NFTs in future

 - SENSINFTV3: included a vesting logic into the NFT itself to get rid of a seperate vesting contract. We can also 

dynamically fit the cliff/vesting period + saletoken (e. g. from BUSD to USDC)

 - Lockingv3:  added the possibility to claim rewards while the lock is still closed

 - Lockingv3:  added the NFT Bonus as a second multiplier to the standard reward rate + the bonus for longer periods.

 - Lockingv3:  added a limit of maximum lockable amounts per wallet address to avoid too huge whale benefits.

Frontend

 - SYPageDeposits:  fixed the flickering-bug of the fields which was caused by a zero balance wallet

 - SYPageInvestments:  fixed a wrong used fee number in the pre-calculation of the taxes

 - NFTMarketplace:  fixed a wrong used sensi amount for gathering the tier level of OTCS. Previously a wrong tier level was 

chosen then. That was due to the new dynamic tier level adjustment.

 - Changelog:  fixed a bug of the easter egg function which led to characters which were 'over the window' border and 

would lead to an infinite loop

 - NFTMarketplace:  fixed the internal used logic of calculation for the OTC amounts

 - SYPageInvestments:  fixed a wrong shown floating number within the progressbar for fulfiled OTCs

 - SYPageInvestments:  removed the possibility to create decimal numbers in the amount fields of SY-NFTs for auction 

and offers

 - NFTMarketplace:  removed the possibility to create decimal numbers in the amount fields of OTCs

Backend

 - NFTMarketplace Contract:  fixed an issue of insufficient allowance created by a special constellation in the buy/cancel 

process of OTCs

 - All Smart Contracts:  updated all smart contracts to the newest solidity compiler 0.8.23

 - SYPageDeposits:  fixed a bug in the inputfield which made it possible to deposit more bnb what available in investors wallet

SEE YOU NEXT WEEK!
This concludes Edition Sixty of the Sensi Weekly Update.  We hope 

that this update has found you well, and we look forward to seeing you again 

next week!  We wish you all a great rest of your week :)

 - The Sensi Team

Changes

Bug Fixes

BI-WEEKLY QUIZ

11.27.2023

Out of the 20 people who took this week’s Sensi Knowledge Quiz, the top 5 are:

1) Sam

2) GreyArea

3) Slava

4) Dan Hu

5) Djhony English Congratulations to this week’s top 5!
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SMARTYIELD v1.01


